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MASS & LOADS

4.4kN*

5kN*

The qr5 blades are 5m tall and 3.1m in diameter. When 
installed the rotor assembly will apply a vertical load of 4.4kN. 
Under maximum wind loading of 55m/s (120mph) the lateral  
force acting approximately at the centre of the rotor turbine 
will exert an overturning force of 5kN. Mast loads and weights 
should be added to these figures appropriate to the particular 
mast length used.

All loads are indicative only and are site and installation 
specific. Loads should be confirmed with quietrevolution prior 
to order. It is recommended that appropriate structural advice 
is sought before installation. The data is correct as of January 
2008.

qr5 V1.2 WIND TURBINE

GROUND MOUNT GUIDANCE
Foundations should be installed at least four 
weeks prior to the turbine installation. This 
allows time for quietrevolution to perform a 
pre-start inspection to ensure that the site is 
ready for installation.

quietrevolution standard foundation 
specifications can be provided for guidance 
only and should be checked by a structural 
engineer following soil investigations. 

The turbine tilts down for maintenance and 
installation. The direction of this tilt down is 
dependant on the positioning of the studs. 
On sites where working areas are restricted, 
positioning of studs is critical. We recommend 
using the quietrevolution studding kit which 
includes setting out and checking templates to 
minimise risk of errors.

Roof Mount Diagram

Ground Mount Diagram

ROOF MOUNT GUIDANCE
Fixings for roof mounted turbines on new build projects can be 
incorporated into the building structure at minimal additional 
cost. Retrofitted turbines tend to require a steel frame mounting 
to carry the loads back to the core of the building. 

Studs can be installed at any stage of a new build programme 
and be left proud of the finished roof ready for turbine 
installation.

*Loads given are un-factored. Appropriate 
factors of safety should be applied.

The Santa Cruz Greenwharf Project utilizes a wind 
turbine to generate renewable clean energy. During high 
winds the wind turbine is known to vibrate. Under 
normal operating conditions the vibrations are 
inconsequential, but during severe winds the vibrations 
have damaged the bearings of the turbine. Utilizing 
accelerometers we were able to monitor the vibrations of 
the wind turbine. 

University*of*California,*Santa*Cruz*

Jarred*Moore,*Zach*Graham,*Joel*Kubby*
The*Destruc@ve*Vibra@ons*Of*A*Wind*Turbine*

Accelerometer  
End Devices 

The ATmega88PA microcontroller performs the following 
procedure to obtain data from the accelerometer. 

•  Initialize all devices. 

•  Send write command to accelerometer’s X Y and Z 
addresses. 

•  Read X Y and Z data from accelerometer. 

•  Store received data in a buffer. 

•  Transmit data stored in the buffer. 

•  The system uses three mma7455 accelerometer chips. 
•  Each accelerometer measures the X Y and Z axial 

movement of the wind turbine. 
•  The accelerometers are positioned at the top, middle, 

and bottom of the wind turbine.  
•  Using the three devices we can determine the 

amplitude of the vibrations.*

The components of the device work together to transmit 
measurements to a computer. 

•  The accelerometer measures the movement of the 
wind turbine. 

•  The microcontroller reads the measurements from the 
accelerometer. 

•  The XBee chip transmits the data from the 
microcontroller to the computer. 
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The XBee chips are radio devices used to transmit data from 
the turbine to the computer.  

•  The chip connected to the computer is the coordinator. 
•  All other chips are called end devices.  
•  Each end device is responsible for transmitting the 

accelerometer data to the coordinator. 

Figure'3:'The*image*shows*a*ver@cal*wind*turbine*
equipped*with*three*accelerometer*devices*aJached*to*
the*stem*of*the*turbine.*The*three*red*blocks*represent*
the*accelerometer*devices.*'

The*computer*is*responsible*for*receiving*and*
organizing*all*the*transmiJed*data*from*the*
accelerometer*devices.*[1]*

In*order*to*measure*the*amplitude*
of*each*vibra@on*mul@ple*devices*
are*used.*[2]*

Figure'1:'Illustrates*the*top*level*design*of*the*
accelerometer*device.*Image*created*by*Jarred*Moore'

Figure'2:'Shows*the*axes*
that*are*measured*by*the*
accelerometer.*Image*
created*by*Jarred*Moore.'

Figure'6:'Shows*two*different*configura@ons*of*XBee*
devices.*Our*project*implements*the*star*configura@on.*[3]'

1)  Author Unknown. Online, www.anthonymoreino.com, 
accessed 8-4-13. 

2)  Author Unknown, qr5 – Vertical Axis Wind Turbine. 
Online, www.quietrevolution.co.uk, accessed 7-28-13. 

3)  Author Unknown. Radio Devices. Online, 
www.wikipedia.org, accessed 7-28-13. 

Figure'4:'Is*the*schema@c*of*
the*completed*device.*The*
loca@on*of*each*component*
in*the*diagram*is*similar*to*
their*actual*placement*on*
the*finished*device*shown*in*
figure*5.*Image*created*by*
Jarred*Moore.' Figure'5:'Is*a*picture*of*a*completed*

device.*Picture*taken*by*Jarred*Moore.'

Having the devices created is the first step towards extending 
the lifespan of a wind turbine, but more work needs to be 
done. 

•  Install devices on wind turbine. 
•  Collect and generate a graphical representation of 

data.  
•  Analyze data and identify the destructive wind 

conditions. 


